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13.8.2019 

 

 

              To the Select Committee Inquiry –Review Local Government Act  
 

 The Guildford Association submits the following comment to the Select Committee under their Terms of 

Reference in their review of the Local Government Act 

 

a ) Whether the Local Government Act 1995 and related legislation is generally 

suitable in scope, construction and application; 

 Generally the Act is suitable, however, there are some significant issues with the administration of this 

Act which are detailed below 

                i) Development Assessment Panels 
  * DAP is an undemocratic process. Whilst Council decisions arise through a  

               democratic process (decisions of elected representatives), the DAP process is outside 

         this process. 

       *Developers and Government Departments can use the DAP process as an instrument  to 

         approve a controversial projects, or a projects that are inconsistent with Local Planning 

         Schemes and representative process. 

       * The DAP process permits councillors or officers to act independently of their Council 

          position on a DA and possibly contrary to a position of the elected representatives 

       * Adjacent property owners or community may be denied the right of comment at a DAP 

          meeting at the discretion of the Chair. This is inherently unjust and inequitable. 

             * A clear process of notification of DAP meeting time, place etc should exist for ratepayers 

          through the LG process 

       * Councillors and Officers attending should represent a council position and not a personal 

          view 

              Recommendation As a process DAP should be discontinued.  If revised then it must have 

                                      50:50 Local Government and nominated representatives, and a  

                                      community member with local knowledge. Process improvements need to 

                                       be made in relation to hearing evidence and advertising 

 

            ii) There is a need for Third Party Appeals through SAT 

            Recommended Third Party Appeal process necessary for good planning and  

                                    management practice 

 

iii) Fairness in Terms of numbers required for calling Electors Meetings 
 The calling of Electors meetings should not require 5%  of electors from that ward.   This 

limitation will limit genuine public debate and awareness that such meetings create. That is, the 

Electors Meetings educate, inform and create public knowledge and awareness through shared 

discussion. This discussion should not be limited by a requirement of unreasonable numbers of 

electors 

Recommendation: The calling of an Electors Meeting should require 100 ratepayers  
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b) The scope of activities of Local Governments 
i) Local Government should be discouraged from becoming involved  major 

commercial developments  eg Midland Oval, without a thorough and transparent  

process, an approved business plan with full assessment of risks and public input 

prior to the commencement eg No land acquisition, business transactions /deals 

etc until  an appropriate process has been completed 

Recommendation It should be an offence  for the CEO to oversee the 

commencement of work on a project with substantial expenditure, if an adequate 

                          process has not been adhered to The State may need to develop 

                          clear guideline on this matter 

                          . 

c) The role of the Department of State administering the Local Government  

    Act 1995 and related legislation 
 i)    Impartial Panel for CEO Selection 

        State assistance in the form of an impartial panel to assist with selection of  

        CEOs..to avoid nepotism, acculturation etc, although the LG should have 

         representatives in this panel process 

        Recommendation. Special Panel for CEO selection.  
 

d) The role of Elected Members and Chief Executive Officers /employees and 

whether these are clearly defined, delineated, understood and accepted 

i)        Rigor in Officer standards 

           The review should ensure that the non elected staff, are subjected to the same 

          rigour, transparency, conduct and regulations, as the elected councillors. 

           Recommendations: equity in regulations and accountability for staff and  

                 councillors should be a minimum requirement, because of the significant 

                  role of many staff eg planners 

 

ii) Reimbursement if an appeal is won 
It is unjust that a party, person, councillor or other party who lodges who a 

complaint against Council, is not reimbursed for costs if they win a case   

Recommendations:  Reimbursement should be provided to independent 

                              complainant and a written and public apology 

 

iii)  Increase complaint Lodge time frame 
It is unjust to a complainant to reduce the time for the lodging of a 

complaint from 2 years to 6 months. 12 months is a fairer time frame, as 

not all individuals have ready access to information and expertise and 

many will find a 6 month restriction untenable. 

Recommendations: 12 month is minimum could that should b 

                           considered for lodging a complaint. 

 

iv)    Guidelines for CEo appointment and dismissal 
          There needs be clearly defined rules and regulations about appointing and 

          dismissing a CEO and not a situation reduced to just ‘more training’ if there 

          are substantial errors or illegal activities 
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           Recommendation: Clear CEO dismissal regulations and procedures are 

                                   needed to benefit all parties 

                               

 

 

 

 

v) Nepotism 
  There is a real risk of nepotism occurring with the current Act and proposed    

Act as there is no penalty  and no where to address concerns especially in  

relation to the CEO  

Recommendation: Need for penalties for nepotism  and regulation and 

clear actions for a CEO in this matter plus penalties for inappropriate  

decisions 

 

 

 

vi) Officer financial accountability  
      It is of concern that only elected members eg councillors have to produce  

    annual returns. We believe all officers whether living in the same city or outside 

    municipal regional areas, should also do so. This would not be in the public  

    domain but could be sourced under an FOI. 

   Recommendations: Officers particularly Executive Directors, Senior staff, all 

                                     planners s and those involved LGA finance should 

                                     provide annual returns for transparency, scrutiny and public  

                                    access by FOI 

 

 vii) Officer should disclose financial interests 
      Officers should disclose all possible conflicts of interest including meeting  

     with proponents (dates and brief details) just as Councillors are required to. In  

      planner there often appears a situation where planning staff have met and   

      come up with joint plans that may not be in the community interest, may 

      appear to affect transparency and good planning practice 

           Recommendations: Officers should disclose all possible conflicts of interest 

                                    including meetings with proponents (dates and brief  

                                    details), investments that could potentially conflict with 

                                    their work and decision making. 

 

viii)  Annual Reports more staff detail 
Council Annual reports should detail the number of  times staff have been  

   taken to SAT, Fairwork Australia, Work Safe, Workers’ Compensation 

   courts (eg for bullying or unfair dismissal) or signed deeds of settlement. This 

   information should be provided in numerically and also the costing in the 

   annual report but should be accessible through an FOI   

  Recommendations: Annual reports should detail type of staff transgressions,  

                                   numbers of such transgression and court or other 

                                   actions.  Names, Courts etc should be only available in 

                                   additional detail for the public through an FOI 
 

ix )Scrutiny/ Guidelines for refusal of information 

       Officers should not have discretionary powers to withhold planning details at   

     an owners request or to withhold Council commissioned planning reports by a 

     consultant eg.details in the Local Government Heritage Inventory. Officers  

     should be required to supply full plans of a DA when out for public comment 

     and not plans at their discretion. 
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     Recommendations: Clear guidelines need to be given to officers and there  

                                      should be recorded consequence for a transgressions 

                                      

 

 

 

x)  Officer consequences 
      There are no consequences for officers who decide not to take action on an 

      illegal development.. the response is ‘No formal objection’. As such a written 

      comment or concern is ignored.   Lack of action  (eg Guildford Post Office, 

       Recommendation Clear guidelines, consequences and record of  

                                  offending officers 

 

xi)  Due regard for LPS 

    Officers and councillor should have due regard for their Local Planning  

    Schemes and  if proposing a DA with variation should give planning arguments. 

    Recommendation: CEO and Mayor should be accountable and require 

                                   Councillor or Officer training if parties cannot provide 

                                  adequate and reasonable argument. Records to be maintained 

 

 

xii) Limited councillor Terms 

There should be a limit to the number of consecutive terms a councillor can stand for 

council 

 Recommendation : Councillors should stand for no more than 2 consecutive 

terms                                

 

 

 
e) The funding and financial management of Local Governments 

 
                 i) Financial Scrutiny and Guidelines 

       There need for clear guidelines about financial management of an LGA. At  

       present much information can be kept from public scrutiny -under ‘commercial 

       interests’ (eg Midland Oval). Adequate risk management must be in place and 

      information on property acquisition should be in the public domain and annual  

       reports 

        Recommendation: Closer Auditing of large expenditures of council and  

                                    dismissals if needed not training. 
 

                      ii) Climate change and new funding needs 
       There are areas that LGAs may require funding support in addition to roads 

        etc. In City of Swan this includes riverbanks, floodplains management and  

       environmental issues arising from Climate change  eg dramatic tree losses of  

       E.rudis  on the large areas of food plain in the City. Scientific research and 

       support is needed and better recognition of disasters 

        Recommendation: Erosion, tree losses, fire through Climate change will  

                                      require additional funding support  

                                       

                                       

The Guildford Association thanks you for considering our submission 

 

 

Yours sincerely 
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 Barbara Dundas 

 President Guildford Association Inc                                                                         13.8.2019                                                                                   

 

 

 


